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Abstract. Continuous data mining has led to the generation of multi class da-
tasets through microarray technology. New improved algorithms are then re-
quired to process and interpret these data. Cancer prediction tailored with varia-
ble reduction process has shown to improve the overall prediction accuracy. 
Through variable reduction process, the amount of informative genes gathered 
are much lesser than the initial data, yet the selective subset present in other 
methods cannot be fine-tuned to suit the necessity for particular number of vari-
ables. Hence, an improved technique of various variable range reduction based 
on Random Forest method is proposed to allow selective variable subsets for 
cancer prediction. Our results indicate improvement in the overall prediction 
accuracy of cancer data based on the improved various variable range reduction 
technique which allows selective variable reduction to create best subset of 
genes. Moreover, this technique can assist in variable interaction analysis, gene 
network analysis, gene-ranking analysis and many other related fields. 

Keywords: Variable Reduction, Cancer Prediction, Random Forest, Gene Ex-
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1 Introduction 

Microarray technology allows continuous analysis and interpretation of the expression 
levels present in the observed variables from microarray data. Analysing microarray 
data is a challenging task, as the high dimensionality of the data requires large pro-
cessing power with sufficient amount of memory resources. Furthermore, microarray 
technology allows the expansion of information of the sample itself, where detailed 
insights of the data can be used for gene regulation and identification based on gene 
expression data [1]. In addition, it has been used in studies related to cancer predic-
tion, identification of relevant variables for diagnosis or therapy and investigation of 
drug effects on cancer prognosis [2].  



Biologists require accurate predictive tools as well as group of relevant variables 
for biomarkers in cancer identification [3]. Cancer informatics has been expected to 
be a part of the advancement in the identification and validation of biomarkers 
through the combine interdisciplinary fields, which expands from the bioinformatics 
[4]. Prior to cancer prediction, performing variable reduction allows grouping of rele-
vant variables into a subset. Some of the main reasons for performing variable reduc-
tion are to avoid over fitting for improved model performance, to gain faster and less 
costly models and lastly to dig deeper into the data generation processes . 

Variable reduction approach is divided into three main categories, which are filter 
based approach, wrapper based approach and embedded based approach [5]. Filter 
based approach is defined as when the variable reduction process is carried out inde-
pendently of the cancer prediction algorithms. If the classifier is being used to evalu-
ate every selected subset of the variable reduction process throughout the entire pre-
diction process, then it is known as a wrapper based approach [6]. Embedded ap-
proach uses the same classifier dependent reduction as the wrapper based approach, 
except that it has better computational complexity. According to Wong, Leckie and 
Kowalczyk [7], filter based approach performs variable reduction without any de-
pendence on the classifier being chosen, which may not be sufficient enough to gen-
erate higher accuracy in cancer prediction as those of wrapper and embedded ap-
proaches, which have certain degree of dependencies with the classifier algorithm 
being used. In spite of that, wrapper based approach is not preferred in sample predic-
tion due to huge combination of variable subset required to be examined. Moreover, 
the wrapper method requires high computation time and it is much slower in deter-
mining the best subset of variables [8]. 

Accurately categorizing the selected variables into their respective class as into 
normal or tumour is known as the process of binary prediction. Classifier can be de-
fined as an artificial intelligence device, which has the potential to make prediction. In 
usual cancer prediction scenario, most developed algorithms focus on maximizing the 
overall correct classifiers in order to gain higher prediction accuracy even though 
there is an imbalance in the different class size [9]. Some examples of classifiers are 
support vector machines (SVM), neural network (NN), k-nearest neighbor (kNN) and 
classification tree. 

In genetic associated studies, Random Forest has been used widely for both predic-
tion and variable reduction [10]. Random Forest was first developed by Breiman [11] 
for the purpose of classification, regression, clustering and also survival analysis. In 
this field, the practice and application of variable ranking are according to the varia-
bles contribution towards a disease. Random forest has been one of the favoured 
methods used in variable importance measurement for variable ranking and selection. 
Diaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andres [12] had proposed a variable selection and classi-
fication based on Random Forest for the first time as an embedded approach. Besides 
that, Random Forest algorithm is effective in predicting samples, as well as revealing 
interactions among the variables. Additionally, a limiting value is achieved as the 
number of trees set in the Random Forest is increased continuously, making it an ideal 
error classifier with no over fitting occurrence of the data. In Random Forest, trees are 



grown, and from the training sample, each tree grows without pruning from the actual 
data based on random variable reduction. 

For the creation of gene expression profiles, many researchers are continuously 
seeking for state of the art prediction algorithms that can provide better accuracy. 
Variable reduction has played a vital role in increasing the prediction accuracy for 
cancer related disease but most of the variable reduction techniques available are 
unrelated to the prediction algorithm. Moreover, the amount of variables selected in 
variable sub-sets are dependent on the variable reduction technique used and cannot 
be fine-tuned to suit the requirement for particular number of variables. Hence, we 
propose a technique known as various variables range reduction based on a Random 
Forest method for selective subset, leading to better prediction of cancer datasets. 

In this article, we begin by describing the methodology section where the proposed 
technique is briefly explained; followed by the result and discussion section, where 
the main characteristics of the datasets are explained, and the complete analysis of the 
findings is presented. Comparisons with previous similar research papers are also 
presented to further justify the improvement achieved using the proposed technique. 
Lastly, the future works and conclusion of this article are presented. 

2 Methodology 

Diaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andres [12] first proposed the variable selection through 
Random Forest algorithm. Moorthy and Mohamad [13] then proposed an improved 
version of the variable selection. In this research, we propose an improvement on the 
variable reduction technique based on the Random Forest method, which are various 
variables range reduction. Most existing techniques and methods used for variable 
reduction do not reveal the amount of variables selected for training the classifier. 
Moreover, the selected subset of variables is very dependent on the variable reduction 
technique and does not have the capability to tune and finalize the amount of the se-
lected variables for extended usage in other related fields, such as gene network anal-
ysis, gene-gene interaction analysis, and gene annotations. Besides that, most of the 
variable reduction techniques produce constant output of variables for the use of the 
prediction algorithms. Therefore, there are no possibilities of tweaking that particular 
variable reduction technique to evaluate the different output performance of the clas-
sifier. 

Through this research, an enhancement to the variable reduction technique is intro-
duced to provide the flexibility and options to generate different variable sets with 
better accuracy, as well as the ability to control the amount of variables required on 
each variable subset. The idea of this improvement focuses on allowing the variable 
reduction algorithm to test and evaluate a certain range of variables from the overall 
dataset and evaluate the final prediction accuracy. Furthermore, it allows analysis and 
comparison of different variable subsets towards the prediction accuracy. The main 
reason for introducing this improved variable reduction technique is to provide vari-
ous variables range reduction in any particular selected variable subset for better pre-
diction of cancer. Moreover, it is also to allow other researchers to further tweak and 



select their desire range of variables in any particular variable subset, which can pro-
vide better analysis capability in other research areas.  

In order to achieve the proposed various variable range technique, modification to 
the steps in the backward elimination process were carried out to accept inputs of 
selective range of variables, which were taken as minimum value (MinVar) and max-
imum value (MaxVar). Prior to that, the cancer dataset were represented in two dif-
ferent forms of dataset information (Data) and to class the dataset to (Class). While 
performing the backward elimination process, a new subset was generated and evalu-
ated where the previous error rates obtained (p.mean) were compared with the current 
error rates obtained (c.mean), and if there was a lower error rates, then the previous 
best would be replaced with the current best. Once the best subset of variables was 
determined and the required number of variables was satisfied, we then used the vari-
able subset (bestSub) for the prediction process. A complete flow of the various vari-
able range reduction technique is been presented in Figure 1, where the dotted line 
represents the changes made to achieve the range selection. 

 
Various Variables Range Reduction Technique 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
16: 
17: 
18: 

Input: Data, Class, MinVar and MaxVar 
Output: Selected variables and error rates 
while backward elimination process = true do 

removes fraction of variables; 
test and evaluate remaining variables; 
c.mean = current error rates; 
p.mean = previous error rates; 
if c.mean <= p.mean 

p.mean = c.mean; 
selVar = current subset of variables; 
if selVar <= MaxVar and selVar >= MinVar 

bestSub = selVar; 
end if 

end if 
if selVar < MinVar 

break; 
end if 

end while 

Fig. 1. Pseudo code for the various variables range reduction technique developed for con-
trolled amount of selected variables in a particular subset. 

3 Results and Discussion 

In this research, we used cancer related datasets, which were gene expression dataset 
obtained through the microarray technology. The datasets involved in this research 
could be grouped into various cancer types, which include breast cancer (Breast), 
blood cancer (Lymphoma), small round blue cell tumours (SRBCT), brain cancer 



(Brain) and a set of 60 human tumour cell lines derived from various tissues of origin 
(NCI60). These cancer datasets were multiclass cancer datasets where various cancer 
types are considered simultaneously in the microarray experiments. 

The cancer datasets used for this research were in text file format and had been 
pre-formatted to suit the software. For each of the cancer dataset, they have two main 
text files, which were class file and data file. The class file contained the information 
to identify the data file according to normal or tumour samples. The data file consists 
of numerical values, where the rows represent the total number of variables in any 
particular cancer dataset and the columns represent the total number of patients. The 
detailed description of the cancer dataset is presented in the Table 1, where the num-
ber of variables, patients and the main reference of the data are listed. 

Table 1. Main characteristics of the cancer dataset used in this research. 

 
The complete analysis for the selected cancer datasets had been tabulated accord-

ing to selected various variables range reduction, and both the number of variables in 
a subset and error rates were obtained. The selected various variables range had been 
set to into four different partitions as to 2 to 10 variables for the first range, 10 to 50 
variables for the second range, 50 to 250 variables for the third range and the final 
range from 250 variables to the maximum number of variables present in any particu-
lar dataset.  

The selected various variables range reduction settings executed were used to de-
termine the local optimum variables subset for the entire dataset and each subset 
could be selected to be further used into the prediction process. In terms of the error 
rates calculation, the .632+ Bootstrap error rates from Efron and Tibshirani [19] had 
been applied. The complete result is presented in Table 2. 

From the results gathered, we can see that the best subset of variables for Breast 
dataset consists of 214 variables that make up the lowest error rates obtained com-
pared to other various variables range reduction, but the recommended subset would 
be 6 variables which resulted in an error rates of 0.349810. This is because the differ-
ence in the total selected variables differs from 6 variables to 214 variables which is 
an increase of 36 folds higher whereas the differences in the error rates were merely 
2%. This 2% differences could not compensate to the improvement in accuracy com-
pared to the ratio of the variables. 

Apart from that, the Lymphoma and NCI60 dataset showed a similar variables 
range category as both the datasets has a best subset between 50 to 250 variables 
range.  

 

    Dataset Name Variables Patients Class Reference 
Breast 4869 95 3 [14] 
Lymphoma 4026 62 3 [15] 
SRBCT 2308 63 4 [16] 
Brain 5597 42 5 [17] 
NCI60 5244 61 8 [18] 



Table 2. Prediction error rates of the cancer dataset based on various variables range reduction technique where the shaded area represents lowest error 
rates. 

Various   
Variable 
Range      

Reduction 

Breast Lymphoma SRBCT Brain NCI60 

*No of 
Variables 

Error 
Rates 

*No of 
Variables 

Error 
Rates 

*No of 
Variables 

Error 
Rates 

*No of 
Variables 

Error 
Rates 

*No of 
Variables 

Error 
Rates 

2 – 10 6 0.349810 2 0.039340 9 0.041312 9 0.205099 10 0.331037 

10 – 50 45 0.357240 30 0.041338 22 0.044975 18 0.227755 30 0.338226 

50 – 250 70 0.347039 73 0.038521 52 0.041826 42 0.211870 60 0.320460 

250 – max** 214 0.342566 222 0.043340 248 0.044492 246 0.218365 230 0.335289 

 
* Total variables present in any particular selected subset. 
** All variables in the dataset. 
 



The best subset for Lymphoma dataset consists of 73 variables where the error 
rates obtained is 0.038521 whereas for NCI60 dataset, the best subset is 60 variables 
with error rates of 0.320460. These datasets requires larger number of variables to 
achieve higher prediction accuracy since the dataset is a multiclass dataset and certain 
minimum informative variables is required to identify and train the classifier to pre-
dict the different number of class present in those datasets, especially for NCI60 da-
taset where there are 8 different types of tumours present in that dataset. 

SRBCT and Brain cancer dataset requires lesser variables in the subset to achieve 
lowest error rates in its various variables range reduction category compared to other 
multiclass dataset. These both datasets has the best subset of 9 variables which is the 
most minimum number of variables required to achieve the high accuracy in the pre-
diction. The error rates obtained are 0.041312 and 0.205099 for SRBCT and Brain 
cancer dataset respectively. Most probably, both this datasets had much lesser in-
formative variables in overall compared to other datasets. Therefore, higher number 
of variables would only affect the prediction accuracy and increased the error rates. 
With the various variables range reduction, the best subset from each range partition 
had been used for the random forest classifier to obtain the highest possible accuracy, 
which is presented in the Figure 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2.    Comparison of different various variables range reduction towards the overall predic-
tion accuracy of the cancer datasets. 
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From our analysis, we could deduce that the suitable range for informative varia-
bles was at 5 – 75 variables, as most of the dataset shown better or higher accuracy in 
this range. Even though the difference was not intermittent in terms of accuracy, but 
the amount of variables were either too less or too many for other selected ranges. 
However, other researchers may use the variance of the variables amount for subse-
quent analysis as well as a variable filtration for large datasets. Besides that, the vari-
ous variables range reduction can be altered to suit other requirements such as for the 
construction of gene network analysis, genes functional annotation through gene on-
tology and many more subsequent analyses. 

In order to justify the improvement achieved using this improved variable reduc-
tion technique, a comparison with a previous work was done and the accuracy 
achieved is shown in Figure 3. Based on the comparison, we can see that our im-
proved technique has increased the prediction accuracy for all the datasets used. The 
average improvement between our results and previous work prediction accuracy for 
all datasets is 5.29%, where there is a 3.69% increase in prediction accuracy for 
Breast cancer dataset, a huge 7.64% increase for Lymphoma dataset, 3.39% increase 
for SRBCT dataset, 3.97% increase for Brain dataset and finally a 7.75% increase in 
prediction for NCI60 dataset. This is due to the fact that the selected variables in the 
variable reduction process have more significant variables compared to the previous 
work. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Prediction accuracy comparison of our improved technique (Various Variables Range 
Reduction) with previous works (varSelRF) from Diaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andres [12]. 
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4 Future Works 

Cancer detection through Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is a crucial stage in 
the prediction of cancer patients and it would be another step of advancement if the 
Random Forest method can be altered to accept feeds from the SNP type microarray 
data in future. Besides that, the annotation of the selected variables and cross-
referencing with genes databases could provide better understanding and validation of 
future predicted variables subsets. 

5 Conclusion 

The various variables range reduction technique has been tested with five different 
multiclass cancer datasets and the outcome of the prediction has been presented in the 
result and discussion section. With the wide possibilities of variables subset selection, 
the accuracy of the prediction based on the selected subsets has shown similar or bet-
ter accuracy with no such fluctuation on the overall accuracy. This allows different 
range of variables to be selected from the entire datasets without deteriorating the 
prediction accuracy. 

Most variable reduction techniques do not provide the actual number of variables 
in the selected subset, nor the flexibility to tune the amount of variables to be chosen 
in any particular variable subset prior to prediction. We have shown a method of solu-
tion with the proposed various variables range reduction technique, which allows 
fine-tuning of the amount of variables selected in any particular variable subset with-
out degrading the prediction accuracy. Through the development of the various varia-
bles range technique for the Random Forest variable reduction, different subsets of 
variables with better prediction accuracy have been listed for various use of gene 
expression analysis. The possibility for further analysis through gene network analy-
sis, gene – gene interaction analysis and other related analysis is also made available, 
for the researchers may have their own preference of range of selection to obtain vari-
ous sets of variables. This will not only allow controlling the amount of variables to 
be obtained but also provide accuracy of estimation based on the comparison of the 
selected variables. 
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